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Syllabus 

Financial Trading Design and Technology 

 Instructor: Ferenc Meszaros (meszarosf@ceu.edu, +36 20 286 8797) 

 Credits: 2 

 Term: SPRING 2018-2019 

 Course level: Master of Science 

 Prerequisites: Basic finance and statistics skills, basic computer skills, interest in financial 

markets and investing 

 Course drop: As described by the Regulations of the MS in Finance program, please check here  

Course description 

With a focus on technical analysis (TA), the course provides an introduction to the art and science of 
financial trading aka short-term investing. Success factors of profitable trading, as well as automated and 

semi-automated strategies will be explored. Various timeframes, markets, asset classes and analytical 

methods will be discussed. Students will, in groups, design, backtest and forward-test their own trading 
strategies, and will trade with them (in simulation mode) on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.  

Learning outcomes 

Students will learn theories, models, quantitative methods and their applications as they relate to 
technically motivated directional trading. Students will also acquire an understanding of what is required 

to build, deploy and manage trading systems successfully.   

Reading list 

Main recommended text: 

Adam Grimes, The Art and Science of Technical Analysis: Market Structure, Price Action and Trading 

Strategies, 1st ed., Wiley & Sons, 2012.  
Additional recommended text: David Freedman, Statistics, 4th Edition, W. W. Norton & Co. 2007 

Handouts and online materials will also be provided during the course.  

Assessment (including minimum pass requirement) 

 Group case presentation 40 points 

 Final exam 40 points 

 Class participation 20 points 

Technical/laptop requirement  

Having a laptop in class and during the course is highly recommended, but not required. All necessary 

software with licenses, as well as the live datafeed to the CME will be provided to each student with a 
laptop. The instructor will be on hand to provide technical assistance and consultation during the course. 

https://economics.ceu.edu/program/master-science-finance/regulations
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Course schedule and materials for each session 

Lecture 1: Basic concepts  

Market structure, price action 
Random walk, EMH, Wyckoff  

Technical vs. fundamental vs macro analysis 

Lecture 2: Trading strategy design, type of systems 

The market as a reflection of crowd psychology 
What is an edge and why it is needed  

Using quantitative methods in system design  

Lecture 3: Building a trading system 

Building Entry and Exit signals 
Defining trade management rules 

Managing risk and capital  

Lecture 4: System testing 

Backtesting vs forward testing  
In-sample, out-of-sample testing 

Record-keeping 

Lecture 5: Psychology the trading  

The unique challenges of trading 
Managing cognitive biases 

Discipline 

Trading as a business 

Lecture 6: Group presentations, final exam 
Each group presents to the class the strategy they’ve built  

Essay-style and multiple choice closed book exam 

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR 

Ferenc Meszaros is founder of Remek! Trading Systems, a consultancy firm in Toronto specializing in 
designing and building profitable trading systems. Before founding his company in 2011, Ferenc worked 

for Unisys and OTP Bank on a large banking project in Budapest. He holds an MBA and a Master’s in IT 

Management from CEU Business School as well as a teaching degree from the University of Toronto. His 
primary focus of interest includes defining edges on the market using software, building successful 

trading algorithms and the role of intuition in predicting prices. 
 

Ferenc holds Hungarian and Canadian citizenships and lives in Toronto. 

 


